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Feedback loops are known as a versatile tool for controlling transport in small systems, which usually have
large intrinsic fluctuations. Here we investigate the control of a temporal correlation function, the waiting-time
distribution, under active and passive feedback conditions. We develop a general formalism and then specify to
the simple unidirectional transport model, where we compare costs of open-loop and feedback control and use
methods from optimal control theory to optimize waiting-time distributions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Feedback is a closed-loop control scheme where some
part of the dynamics of a system is recycled in order to
achieve a certain control goal [1–5]. Often this goal consists in
stabilizing the overall system dynamics, reducing fluctuations,
or preparing certain states [6–23]. This is particularly challeng-
ing in small systems with large intrinsic fluctuations, where
one has to combine methods from nonequilibrium statistical
mechanics, measurement, and (quantum) information theory
to properly design and analyze the control action.
An important issue is to assess under which conditions
feedback is useful and more efficient and effective than other
control schemes such as open-loop control or an a priori
optimization of system parameters. At present, there is no
complete framework within thermodynamics or some kind of
resource theory [24] that would fully resolve this issue, and
the best way forward seems to be the study of well-defined
physical setups where feedback operations are expected to be
beneficial.
In this paper, we concentrate on minimal models for
transport, motivated by recent experimental realizations [25]
of feedback loops in mesoscopic solid-state systems, i.e.,
quantum dots. An interesting finding there was the reduction
of the overall fluctuations of the electric current due to the
feedback loop at large times [26], in the form of the freezing
of the full counting statistics p(n,t), the probability of n
charges being transferred across the dot during a time interval
[0,t]. In contrast, short-time correlations as quantified by the
waiting-time distribution w(τ ) were found to be essentially
unaltered by the feedback scheme.
We have confirmed these observation in our calculations
and taken this as a motivation to turn the question around by
asking, more generally, for feedback schemes (“protocols”
for the time-dependent steering of system parameters as
introduced below) that have a strong impact on w(τ ). In
simple words, the feedback goal then is to reduce short-time
fluctuations, i.e., the stochasticity in the random time intervals
τ between two (quantum) jumps.
Our choice of waiting times as the subject of studying
feedback control of correlation functions has several reasons.
First, in Markovian processes they are a natural choice, in
particular, in simple situations where the system is reset to the
same state after each jump (as described by renewal theory
[27]). Often enough, there is a close connection of w(τ ) to
other correlations functions such as the g(2)(τ ) function in
quantum optics [28]. In physical chemistry [29] and applied
mathematics (queueing theory), a vast literature on various
aspects of waiting times exists. Second, waiting times form
the basis of quantum trajectories that have been developed for
the master equations in quantum optics since the 1980s [30].
The unraveling of such master equations, i.e., the splitting
into jump and nonjump parts, then automatically leads to the
path-integral-like formal series solution that has turned out
to be most suitable for a phenomenological introduction of
measurement-based feedback, even with delay [1]. Finally, in
solid-state physics, waiting times have recently emerged as
a powerful tool to analyze transport [31–33], also beyond the
simple Markovian limit [34–45]. This last aspect is particularly
promising as it might offer a way to introduce feedback control,
at least as passive control [46], in highly non-Markovian
situations.
The distinction between measurement-based (active) and
passive feedback, cf. Fig. 1, is particularly important in the
quantum regime. There, passive feedback (sometimes called
coherent) avoids issues related to the quantum measurement
problem by building the feedback loop as part of the total sys-
tem. Coherent feedback has been introduced very successfully
in quantum optics [47–57] and in coherent quantum transport
recently [46].
In general, a key question in all feedback schemes is to
determine the efficiency of the control loop, also in comparison
with open-loop control. Much progress has been achieved
over the past few years in the analysis of feedback from
a thermodynamic perspective, based on concepts such as
entropies, mutual information, and modifications of fluctuation
relations or the various formulations of the second law [58–74].
Applied to concrete control scenarios, this analysis, however,
often requires certain assumptions, e.g., a bipartite splitting
into system and controller [68], or the maintainance of a certain
system state as the control goal [74].
One feature of the waiting-times feedback scheme intro-
duced below is the possibility to perform feedback control
without modifying the exchange fluctuation relation. Costs
and efficiencies for feedback conditioned upon the previous
quantum jump can also be optimized by using methods from
optimal control theory, which, in our view, is a successful
path towards a phenomenological understanding of this kind
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FIG. 1. Left: Scheme of active (measurement-based) feedback
control for the example of a unidirectional stochastic process,
Eq. (22). The feedback protocol is realized via the single time-
dependent rate γ (t − tn), starting again and again at the time tn
of the previous jump, cf. Eq. (30). Right: Passive feedback scheme
(“hardwiring”) with series of N + 1 inelastic transitions (with phonon
emissions from quantum dot with N levels) at identical rates
(N + 1)γ0, and electrons leaving from the lowest dot level only, to
simulate an equivalent waiting-time distribution without feedback
from measurement devices, cf. Sec. VIII C.
of feedback. Still, from a microscopic perspective, the most
transparent way to interpret an active feedback scheme is a
mapping onto an equivalent passive realization of that scheme
within a physical setting that can then be analyzed. This clearly
leads to a loss of generality, since such a mapping is not
unique, but it often has the advantage of being more realistic in
terms of a concrete physical implementation and experimental
realization [66,75].
The outline and the main results of this paper are as follows.
We first introduce the formal framework and various feedback
protocols in Secs. II and III. In Sec. IV we introduce the
waiting times, before analyzing a particular control scheme,
feedback conditioned on the previous jump, and ability to
influence waiting times and full counting statistics in Sec. V.
It turns out that within this particular feedback scheme, many
of the calculations are very similar to the Markovian case
except for time dependencies, which always occur, in contrast
to open-loop control, as differences t − tn between the present
time t and the time tn of the previous jump. In Sec. VI we
show that this property can be used to optimize the feedback
protocol with methods from classical optimization theory. The
costs functionals appearing in the optimization also turn out
to be a very efficient tool for assessing and comparing the
“costs” of various feedback schemes. We use these in order to
carry out a detailed comparison between open- and closed-loop
feedback in Sec. VII before carrying out a thermodynamic
analysis based on fluctuation relations, the Kullback-Leibler
divergence, and, finally, a passive feedback analogon for an
analysis in terms of Shannon entropies in Sec. VIII.
II. METHOD
Our starting point is an open physical system—classical or
quantum—interacting with several reservoirs, measurement,
and feedback devices. The state of the system at time t is given
by a reduced system density operator ρ(t). In the classical case,
this is a vector of probabilities in the space of system states
(assumed as discrete here), and in the quantum case one has
additional coherences. We decompose ρ(t) according to
ρ(t) ≡
∞∑
n=0
ρ(n)(t), (1)
where n is the total number n of (quantum) jumps in [0,t]
defined via stochastic trajectories, i.e., sequences {xn} =
xn, . . . ,x1 of transitions among the system states. These
transitions are of type li and occur at time ti , and we use
the shorthand notation xi = (li ,ti).
Next, we introduce conditioned and un-normalized density
operators ρ(t |{xn}) in the sense that the ρ(n)(t) are given in
terms of a “path integral”:
ρ(n)(t) =
M∑
l1=1,...,ln=1
∫ t
0
dtn...
∫ t2
0
dt1ρ(t |{xn}). (2)
For a Markovian, time-independent quantum master equa-
tion without any form of control, theρ(t |{xn}) can be expressed
explicitly in the usual unraveling procedure: The reduced
density operator obeys
ρ˙(t) = Lρ(t), L = L0 + L1, L1 =
M∑
k=1
Jk, (3)
where the total Liouvillian L is split into two superoperators:
L1 describes M different types of jump processes, whereas L0
is the generator for the time evolution St ≡ eL0t between the
jumps. In this case, Eq. (2) is the usual unraveling with
ρ(t |{xn}) ≡ St−tnJlnStn−tn−1Jln−1 · · ·Jl1St1ρin (4)
and ρ(0)(t) = Stρin, which technically follows from the solu-
tion of Eq. (3) in the interaction picture with respect to L0.
Here and in the following, ρin ≡ ρ(t = 0) denotes the initial
density operator at time t = 0.
A. Feedback model
We now introduce control operations in the following
way: the system parameters at time t > 0 are continuously
modulated depending on the values xi of the previous jump
events. Starting the time evolution at t = 0, the system is
monitored until the first jump occurs at time t = t1. During
that period, the Liouvillian becomes time dependent,
L(t) = L0(t) +
M∑
l=1
Jl(t), 0  t  t1, (5)
and thus until the occurrence of the first jump, the time
evolution becomes
ρ(t) = S(t)ρin, S(t) ≡ T e
∫ t
0 dt
′L0(t ′), (6)
where T is the time ordering operator. In the course of the
time evolution, all jump events xn are recorded and taken
as parameters in the subsequent Liouvillians, which read
042103-2
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(tn  t  tn+1)
L(t |{xn}) = L0(t |{xn}) +
M∑
l=1
Jl(t |{xn}). (7)
The time evolution between the nth and n + 1th jump is now
generated by
S(t |{xn}) ≡ T e
∫ t
tn
dt ′L0(t ′|{xn}), (8)
as the solution of d
dt
S(t |{xn}) = L0(t |{xn})S(t |{xn}) with
S(tn|{xn}) = ˆ1 (unity operator).
For example, with n = 2 jumps, the density operator
conditioned on x1,x2 reads
ρ(t |{x2}) = S(t |{x2})Jl2 (t2|{x1})S(t2|{x1})
×Jl1 (t1)S(t1)ρin, (9)
and the corresponding n-resolved density operator, i.e., the
n = 2 term in Eq. (2), is obtained by summation or integration
over the jump variables x1,x2,
ρ(2)(t) =
M∑
l1=1,l2=1
∫ t
0
dt2
∫ t2
0
dt1ρ(t |{x2}). (10)
Iterating Eq. (9), we obtain the sequence
ρ(t |{xn}) = S(t |{xn})Jln(tn|{xn−1})S(tn|{xn−1}) · · ·
×Jl2 (t2|{x1})S(t2|{x1})Jl1 (t1)S(t1)ρin, (11)
with (non)-jump time evolutions for the unraveling of ρ(t)
according to Eq. (2) in which each step in conditioned on the
previous ones.
The form Eq. (11) is a key result in the formulation of
active, measurement-based control, as introduced here. This
formulation is phenomenological in the sense that, in contrast
to the expression Eq. (4) without control, it has not been
derived from a total, microscopic Hamiltonian for the system
including all reservoirs, measurement, and control devices.
As in Eq. (4), the ρ(t |{xn}) are given by a sequence of jump
and nonjump time evolutions. Here, this sequence is generated
by superoperators which themselves in general depend on the
trajectories {xn} and thus are random quantities. As we show
below, this leads to a number of powerful control schemes,
some of which have been successfully applied in the past
already.
III. FEEDBACK PROTOCOLS
The specific form of the jump operators Jl(t |{xn}) defines
a particular feedback procedure, called “protocol” in the
following. In general, this opens numerous ways to control
a stochastic process, possibly also including modulation of the
parameters in the Hamiltonian in the quantum case.
A. Open-loop control
The simplest case is open-loop control with jump operators
Jl(t |{xn}) = Jl(t) (12)
that are just modulated as a function of time and thus do not
depend on the stochastic process itself. Needless to say, this
already leads to a vast variety of control schemes, cf. Sec. VII
below. For example, a periodic modulation of parameters leads
to Floquet-type (quantum) master equations. More general
time dependencies could be optimized with methods of optimal
control theory (see below) in order to reach a specific control
target, such as adiabatic control with slow pulses.
B. Time-versus-number feedback
The next example is a dependence
Jl(t |{xn}) = Jl(t,n) (13)
on time t and the number n of quantum jumps only. A protocol
of this nature has been proposed and realized experimentally
recently [25,26,76]. More will be said about this scheme after
Eq. (24) and in Sec. V B.
C. Feedback conditioned on the previous jump
Next, we introduce an efficient feedback protocol that in
the main focus for the rest of this paper. This is feedback
conditioned on the previous jump event xn only, instead on
the whole trajectory xn,xn−1, . . . ,x1, i.e.,Jl(t |{xn}) = Jlln (t −
tn). Here and in the following, we already assumed that the
protocol immediately starts (without delay) after the time tn of
the previous jump and used the jump-type ln as an additional
index at the jump operators. The conditioned density operators
in Eq. (11) now become
ρ(t |{xn}) = Sln (t − tn)Jln,ln−1 (tn − tn−1) (14)
· · ·Jl2,l1 (t2 − t1)Sl1 (t2 − t1)Jl1 (t1)S(t1)ρin.
A feature of this protocol is that the same form of time
dependence in the control parameters is repeated over and
over again after each jump.
One simple example of this type of protocol is a discontin-
uous change in the jump operators from Jl to J ′l after a fixed
delay time:
Jlln (t − tn) = Jlθ (τ − t + tn) + J ′l θ (t − tn − τ ), (15)
with θ (t) the unit step function, and where we have assumed a
uniform delay time τ for all jump processes. Jump operators
of this form were employed in Ref. [77] (see also Ref. [6]) to
model delayed-feedback control in quantum transport. In this
context, the jump operators Jl were the ones of the original
system, and J ′l = eKlJl were the controlled jump operators
where the original operator is followed by a control operation.
In the limit τ → 0, the first term in Eq. (15) vanishes,
and we are left with Jlln (t − tn) = J ′l = eKlJl , which is the
instantaneous-control form of Wiseman and Milburn [2,6]. In
this way, we see that the Wiseman-Milburn feedback scheme
maps onto an effective time-independent open-loop control
problem, in which we simply design the control operations
eKl to produce the desired modification of system behavior. A
generalization of this scheme where the control operations eKl
are chosen randomly has recently been proposed [78].
We note that, in practical terms, feedback conditioned on the
previous jump is able to efficiently influence the waiting-time
distribution. In contrast, time-versus-number feedback was
used to optimize the full counting statistics in the experiment
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[25] but turned out to leave the waiting-time distribution
essentially unchanged, at least for small feedback strengths.
IV. WAITING TIMES
In the following, we will consider the feedback-
conditioned-on-the-previous-jump protocol and further re-
strict ourselves to jump superoperatorsJl that can be expressed
as dyadic products multiplied by the rates γl at which the jumps
occur,
Jl(t |{xn}) ≡ γl(t |{xn})|l〉〉〈〈˜l|. (16)
This is a convenient notation where kets like |l〉〉 denote column
vectors with dimension d, which is given by the number of
real elements (including coherences in the quantum case) of
the density operator ρ. Superoperators like Jl then act as d ×
d matrices and are conveniently represented in dyadic form.
Note that bras 〈〈˜l| (d-dimensional row vectors) and kets |l〉〉
in Eq. (16) in general need not be orthogonal to each other.
By convention, one sets 〈〈˜0| = (1,1, . . . ,1,0,0, . . . ,0), which
represents the trace operation via the normalization 〈〈˜0|l〉〉 =
1, and one defines |0〉〉 as the representative of ρin (the state at
t = 0). The form Eq. (16) means that the character of the jump
processes remains invariant under feedback; it is just the rates
of the processes that are altered.
A. Definitions
Using this notation, we can rewrite the conditioned density
operator of Eq. (11) as
ρ(t |{xn}) = S(t |{xn})|ln〉〉wlnln−1 (tn|{xn−1})
· · ·wl2l1 (t2|{x1})vl1 (t1). (17)
This defines the (feedback-conditioned) waiting-time distribu-
tions between a jump of type l′ at time tn followed by a jump
of type l at time t > tn,
wll′(t |{xn}) ≡ γl(t |{xn})〈〈˜l|S(t |{xn})|l′〉〉, (18)
via the matrix elements of the nonjump time evolution
operators S. Additionally,
vl1 (t1) ≡ γl1 (t1)〈〈 ˜l1|S(t1)|0〉〉 (19)
is the waiting-time distribution for the first jump at time t1
after initialization at t = 0.
The waiting-time distributions must be normalized to 1
when summed over all final jump types l and integrated over
all times t  tn. Indeed, using the normalization 〈〈˜0|l〉〉 =
〈〈˜0|l′〉〉 = 1 and S(tn|{xn}) = ˆ1, one finds
M∑
l=1
∫ ∞
tn
dtwll′(t |{xn})
=
∫ ∞
tn
dt〈〈˜0|[L(t |{xn}) − L0(t |{xn})]S(t |{xn})|l′〉〉
= −
∫ ∞
tn
dt
〈
〈˜0| d
dt
S(t |{xn})|l′〉
〉
= 〈〈˜0|l′〉〉 = 1, (20)
where in the total Liouvillian we used the vanishing of all col-
umn sums, 〈〈˜0|L(t |{xn}) = 0, which expresses conservation
of probability.
B. Examples
At this stage, it is instructive to give a few instructive
examples of the general expressions Eq. (17) and Eq. (18)
before we proceed to specific feedback protocols.
Unidirectional stochastic process. This is defined by tran-
sitions between states 0 → 1 → 2 → . . . at (conditioned)
time-dependent rates γ (t |{xn}) between n and n + 1 with
n ∈ N, where by convention the process starts with n = 0
at time t = 0. Consequently, the set of jump events {xn} is
uniquely defined by the times tn,tn−1, . . . ,t1 only. Clearly,
there is no additional structure apart from the probabilities
p(n,t) of the system being in state n at time t .
Starting at n = 0, the first jump operators are
J1(t1) ≡ γ (t1)|1〉〈0|, J2(t2|t1) ≡ γ (t2|t1)|2〉〈1|
J3(t3|t2t1) ≡ γ (t3|t2t1)|3〉〈2|, . . . , (21)
where the kets (denoted as |n〉 here) simply form a Cartesian
basis with dual basis 〈n|. Formally, the S operators [Eq. (8)] are
diagonal as S(t |{tn}) = exp [−
∫ t
tn
dt ′
∑∞
m=0 |m〉〈m|γ (t ′|{tn})].
In Eq. (2) we have the normalization 〈〈˜0|ρ(t) =∑∞
n=0 p(n,t) = 1 with p(n,t) ≡ 〈〈˜0|ρ(n)(t) and, explicitly,
p(n,t) =
∫ t
0
dtn . . .
∫ t2
0
dt1e
− ∫ t
tn
dt ′γ (t ′|{tn})w(tn|{tn−1})
· · · × w(t2|{t1})w(t1), (22)
with the definition of the waiting-time distributions (n  2)
w(tn|{tn−1}) ≡ γ (tn|{tn−1})e−
∫ tn
tn−1 dt
′γ (t ′|{tn−1}) (23)
and w(t1) ≡ γ (t1)e−
∫ t1
0 dt
′γ (t ′) (see Fig. 2).
In quantum transport, Eq. (22) is a model for the counting
statistics of a detector that counts transitions across a highly
biased single tunnel barrier (without any additional internal
structure like quantum dots energy level). In this context,
a time-versus-number protocol has been proposed and re-
cently realized experimentally [25,26,76]. Here the single rate
γ (t |{xn}) is taken to depend only on time t and the number n
of quantum jumps. In Refs. [25,26,76], the form taken was
γ (t,n) ≡ γ [1 + g(γ t − n)], (24)
where γ is a target rate and g > 0 a feedback parameter that
is used to continuously adapt the jump rate depending on
the current status of the system n, compared against a target
status γ t .
Explicitly, the waiting times
wn(tn,tn−1) ≡ γ (tn,n − 1)e−
∫ tn
tn−1 dt
′γ (t ′,n−1) (25)
now depend on two times (first and subsequent second jump)
and are conditioned on the total number of jumps n in the
time interval between [0,tn]. We define a stationary waiting
-time distribution w(τ ) as the wn, Eq. (25) weighted with the
probabilities pn(t) in the limit t → ∞,
w(τ ) ≡ lim
t→∞
∞∑
n=0
pn(t)wn(tn = t + τ,tn−1 = t). (26)
The w(τ ) are normalized, ∫∞0 dτw(τ ) = 1, which fol-
lows from wn(t + τ,t) = − ddτ e−
∫ t+τ
t
dt ′γ (t ′,n−1) and the
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FIG. 2. Waiting-time distributions w(τ ) [Eq. (23)] (left) of single jump process with rates γ (t) (right) with a time dependence according to
Eq. (47) that starts again after each jump. Feedback strength g = 0 (black, dashed), g = 5 (magenta, dotted), and g = 15 (blue, solid).
normalization
∑∞
n=0 pn(t) = 1. The explicit evaluation of
Eq. (26) in Appendix A yields
w(τ ) = γ e−γ τ
[
1+g
(
1 − γ τ
2
− (γ τ )
2
4
)]
+ O(g2), (27)
which for small feedback parameters g 	 1 is very close
to the (Poissianian) nonfeedback distribution. This is in
agreement with the experiment [79], where, at the same time,
a strong reduction of the shot noise was found in the form
of a feedback–frozen second cumulant [25], cf. Eq. (44) in
Sec. V B.
Bidirectional stochastic process. This is defined by forward
and backward rates γ±(t |{xn}) between states m and m ± 1
with m ∈ Z. The jump operators Eq. (16) are defined as
Jm±(t |{xn}) ≡ γm±(t |{xn})|m ± 1〉〈m|. (28)
This is a minimal model for a discussion of detailed balance
and fluctuation relations and will be analyzed in more detail
in Sec. VIII A.
Single atom resonance fluorescence. This is an example of
a two-level system with quantum coherences in the density
operator ρ, which in the absence of feedback control obeys a
master equation,
ρ˙ = γ (2σ−ρσ+ − ρσ+σ−−σ+σ−ρ)+i 2 [σ+ + σ−,ρ], (29)
where  is the Rabi frequency, γ the spontaneous emis-
sion rate, and σ− ≡ |−〉〈+|, σ+ ≡ |+〉〈−|. Writing ρ =
(ρ++,ρ−−,ρ+−,ρ−+)T in vector form, the feedback condi-
tioned jump operators become J (t |{tn}) ≡ γ (t |{tn})|1〉〉〈〈˜1|
with |1〉〉 = (0,1,0,0)T , 〈〈˜1| = (1,0,0,0), and the rate γ condi-
tioned on the previous jump times {tn}. We note that these times
could also be also used for conditioning the Rabi frequency
 = (t |{tn}) (“Hamiltonian feedback”) which enters the
nonjump time-evolution operators S [Eq. (8)].
V. FULL COUNTING STATISTICS AND WAITING
TIME FEEDBACK
We now discuss the relation between waiting times and the
full counting statistics under the previous-jump-conditioned
feedback protocol of Sec. III C. In this case, the trajectories
can be written
ρ(t |{xn}) = Sln (t − tn)|ln〉〉wlnln−1 (tn − tn−1)
· · ·wl2l1 (t2 − t1)vl1 (t1), (30)
with wll′(t − t ′) ≡ γl(t − t ′)〈〈˜l|Sl′(t − t ′)|l′〉〉 replacing
Eq. (18) for the waiting-time distributions. Here, the
nonjump time-evolution operators, Eq. (8), are S(t |{xn}) ≡
Sln (t − tn) ≡ T exp[
∫ t
tn
dt ′L0ln (t ′ − tn)] and thus only functions
of the time differences t − tn, which we recognize by
substituting t ′ − tn → t ′ in the integrand L0ln (t ′ − tn).
An advantage of this protocol is that the same form of time
dependence in the control parameters is repeated over and
over again after each jump. Technically, this has the advantage
that we can immediately simplify Eq. (30) by Laplace
transformation of Eq. (2), with ρˆ(n)(z) ≡ ∫∞0 dte−ztρ(n)(t) and
similarly for all other quantities,
ρˆ(n)(z)=
∑
l1...ln
ˆSln (z)|ln〉〉 . . . wˆl3l2 (z)wˆl2l1 (z)vˆl1 (z). (31)
Due to the simple structure of Eq. (31) in Laplace space, many
of the Markovian waiting-time calculations without feedback
[31] carry over here.
A. Moment-generating function
Counting statistics is introduced by counting fields χl via
phase factors eiχl multiplying individual jump operators Jll′ .
In the equation for the density operator ρˆ(n)(z) after n jumps,
Eq. (31), the statistics of the jumps can then be obtained from
the moment-generating function ˆG({χl},z). This function is
defined as
ˆG({χl},z) ≡ 〈〈˜0| ˆS(z)|0〉〉 +
∞∑
n=1
M∑
l1=1,...,ln=1
uˆln (z)eiχln
... wˆl3l2 (z)eiχl2 wˆl2l1 (z)vˆl1 (z), (32)
where
uˆln(z) ≡ 〈〈˜0| ˆSln(z)|ln〉〉. (33)
Note that we do not count the very first jump here—this would
yield another factor eiχl1 .
Introducing the diagonal matrix eiχ ≡ diag(eiχl ), the sums
of the li in Eq. (32) define a product of matrices multiplied by
the vectors uˆT (z), Eq. (33), from the left and vˆ(z), Eq. (19),
from the right, for example, uˆT (z)eiχ ˆW(z)vˆ(z) for n = 1 with
the matrix ( ˆW(z))ll′ ≡ wˆll′(z). The sum over n in Eq. (32) now
leads to the geometric series
ˆG({χl},z) = 〈〈˜0| ˆS(z)|0〉〉 + uˆT (z)[1 − eiχ ˆW(z)]−1vˆ(z), (34)
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which generalizes the relation between counting statistics
and waiting-time distributions [31] to the feedback-controlled
case. The equality
det[1 − eiχW(z)] = 0 (35)
defines a polynomial in z, of which the zero z0({χk}) with
z0(0) = 0 determines the counting statistics in the long-time
limit [80]. Examples for this behavior are provided below.
B. Unidirectional process
For the unidirectional process Eq. (22), in the control
scheme with conditioning upon the previous jump as in
Eq. (30), the rates γ (t |{tn}) in Eq. (23) have the specific form
γ (t |{tn}) = γ (t − tn), t  tn. (36)
The equation of motion belonging to this protocol is an integral
equation,
p(n,t) =
∫ t
0
dt ′w(t − t ′)p(n − 1,t ′) + δn,0p(0,t), (37)
withp(0,t) ≡ e−
∫ t
0 dt
′γ (t ′)
, and where the memory kernelw(t −
t ′) is given by the waiting-time distribution
w(τ ) ≡ γ (τ )e−
∫ τ
0 dt
′γ (t ′), (38)
cf. Eq. (23). For the feedback conditioned on the previous
jump, we found no simple expression in terms of a second
derivative of the idle time distribution [36], although it would
be interesting to explore such a relation also for general
feedback schemes.
The simple idea behind this type of control is to choose
the rates such that a particular form of waiting times w(τ ) is
generated. The time-dependent modulation of the rates γ (t −
tn) starts again and again after the n-th jump occurring at times
tn. This renders the rates themselves as random quantities, in
contrast to open-loop control with a protocol γ (t |{tn}) = γ (t)
independent of the tn.
The probabilities p(n,t) define the moment-generating
function
G(χ,t) ≡
∞∑
n=0
eiχnp(n,t), (39)
and its Laplace transformed ˆG(χ,z), corresponding to
Eq. (34), now only involves scalars, with vˆ(z) = ˆW(z) ≡
wˆ(z) and 〈0| ˆS(z)|0〉 = uˆ(z) = pˆ(0,z), where pˆ(0,z) ≡∫∞
0 dte
−zt e−
∫ t
0 dt
′γ (t ′)
. We thus have
ˆG(χ,z) = pˆ(0,z) + pˆ(0,z)[e−iχ − wˆ(z)]−1wˆ(z)
= pˆ(0,z)
1 − eiχ wˆ(z) , (40)
wˆ(z) ≡
∫ ∞
0
dte−zt γ (t)e−
∫ t
0 dt
′γ (t ′), (41)
which we also obtain directly from Eq. (37) with pˆ(n,z) =
[wˆ(z)]npˆ(0,z) and by summing the geometric series of the
Laplace transformed Eq. (39).
The probabilities p(n,t) are therefore linked to the waiting-
time distribution w(τ ) via the expression for the moment-
generating function ˆG(χ,z), Eq. (40). In the time domain, the
long-time dynamics of G(χ,t) is determined by a zero z0(χ )
of the denominator 1 − eiχ wˆ(z) in the moment-generating
function ˆG(χ,z) in Laplace space, Eq. (40), with G(χ,t →
∞) ∼ exp[tz0(χ )] and z0(χ = 0) = 0 [31].
An important quantity in full counting statistics are cumu-
lants of the distribution p(n,t). The kth cumulant is defined
as
Ck(t) ≡ ∂
k
∂(iχ )k ln G(χ,t)
∣∣∣∣
χ=0
, (42)
and thus Ck(t → ∞) = t ∂k∂(iχ)k z0(χ )|χ=0. Differentiating the
denominator equation 1 − eiχ wˆ[z0(χ )] = 0 twice with respect
to χ , we find
lim
t→∞
C2(t)
C1(t)
= 〈τ
2〉 − 〈τ 〉2
〈τ 〉2 , (43)
where 〈τ k〉 is the kth moment of the waiting-time distribution
w(τ ). For feedback conditioned on the previous jump, Eq. (43)
relates the full counting statistics directly to the width of
the waiting-time distribution as expressed by its variance
var(τ ) ≡ 〈τ 2〉 − 〈τ 〉2. This is completely analogous to the
situation without feedback [31,34,81].
We note that, in general, the result Eq. (43) no longer
holds for other feedback protocols. An example is the time-
versus-number feedback with rates γ (t,n) ≡ γ [1 + g(γ t −
n)], Eq. (24), with w(τ ) given by Eq. (27). In this case, is has
been shown [26] that the second cumulant converges towards
a constant,
C2(t → ∞) = 12g , (44)
whereas the first cumulant C1(t) = γ t , and the ratio C2(t)C1(t)
becomes zero at large times. As a consequence, the relation
Eq. (43) is no longer valid for this feedback protocol.
C.  distribution example
A form of wˆ(z) in Laplace space convenient for analytical
treatment is
wˆ(z) ≡
[
1 + z(g + 1)γ0
]−(g+1)
, (45)
with a feedback parameter g that interpolates between a usual
Poissonian process with waiting time w(τ ) = γ0e−γ0τ (no
feedback, g = 0) and the deterministic w(τ ) = δ(τ − γ−10 ) for
g → ∞ (where wˆ(z) = ez/γ0 in Laplace space [31]).
The w(τ ) belonging to Eq. (45) then have the form of a 
distribution,
w(τ ) = (g + 1)γ0e
−(g+1)γ0τ [(g + 1)γ0τ ]g
(g + 1) , (46)
where (a) ≡ ∫∞0 dte−t t a−1 is the  function. We obtain
the protocol for the jump rate belonging to this waiting-time
distribution, i.e., the time dependence γ (t), via Eq. (38). We
use w(τ ) = γ (τ )p(0,τ ) and p˙(0,τ ) = −w(τ ) with p(0,τ ) =
1 − ∫ τ0 dtw(t), which leads to
γ (t) = γ0 (g + 1)e
−(g+1)γ0t [(g + 1)t]g
(g + 1,(g + 1)γ0t) (47)
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with the incomplete  function (a,x) ≡ ∫∞
x
dte−t t a−1.
Figure 2 shows w(τ ) and γ (t) for three different values of
the feedback strength g.
The waiting-time distribution w(τ ), Eq. (46), fulfills
〈τ 〉 = 1
γ0
, var(τ ) = 1
γ 20 (g + 1)
. (48)
In Laplace space, from pˆ(n,z) = [wˆ(z)]npˆ(0,z), pˆ(0,z) =
(1 − wˆ(z))/z, and Eq. (45), we obtain the probabilities p(n,t)
in the time domain by Laplace inversion as
p(n,t) = ((g + 1)(n + 1),(g + 1)γ0t)
((g + 1)(n + 1))
− ((g + 1)n,(g + 1)γ0t)
[(g + 1)n] . (49)
The p(n,t) as a function of n are very close to Gaussians,
p(n,t) ≈ pG(n,t) ≡ 1√
2πγ0t/(g + 1)
e
− 12
(γ0 t−n)2
γ0 t/(g+1) , (50)
at times γ0t  1, as we also checked numerically (not shown
here). The long-time dynamics is determined by a zero z0(χ )
of the denominator 1 − eiχ wˆ(z) in the moment-generating
function ˆG(χ,z) in Laplace space, Eq. (40), with G(χ,t →
∞) ∼ exp[tz0(χ )] and
z0(χ ) = (g + 1)γ0(ei
χ
g+1 − 1). (51)
The first and second cumulants, C1 and C2, at large times then
simply follow by taking derivatives according to Eq. (42),
C1 ∼ γ0t, C2 ∼ γ0t
g + 1 . (52)
Feedback control conditioned on the previous jump thus
reduces the width of the distribution pn(t) by a factor g + 1
but leaves the first moment C1 unchanged.
VI. OPTIMIZED FEEDBACK CONTROL
In this section, we combine feedback conditioned on the
previous jump with ideas from optimal control theory [82].
A. Optimization goal
One goal of the feedback could be to generate a particularly
regular series of (still-stochastic) jumps, i.e., a waiting-time
distribution that approaches a δ function, w(τ ) → δ(τ − γ−10 ),
with jumps separated by regular time intervals denoted here
as the inverse of a nominal rate γ0. In order to have a concrete
example, we will use the particular form Eq. (46) with feedback
parameter g for the unidirectional stochastic process from
Sec. V C. As mentioned there, g interpolates between a usual
Poissonian process with waiting time w(τ ) = γ0e−γ0τ (no
feedback, g = 0) and the deterministic w(τ ) = δ(τ − γ−10 ) for
g → ∞.
B. The cost functional and its optimization
The feedback protocol Eq. (36) gives the relationship
between the waiting-time distribution w(t) and the feedback-
controlled rate γ (t) to be w(t) = γ (t)e−
∫ t
0 dt
′γ (t ′)
, Eq. (38).
Inversion of this relation can be used to find a prescription for
the rate γ (t) required to provide a particular target waiting-
time distribution, wT (t). However, this does not guarantee
that the rate is realistic or one that could be implemented
experimentally.
We now address this issue by introducing a cost function
and optimization procedure to find an optimal γ (t) given the
existence of these external considerations. In the first step, we
introduce a cost functional,
J = Jw + aJa + bJb. (53)
Here Jw is a measure of the distance between the actual
waiting-time distribution and the target. We take the simplest
choice of a quadratic cost function and write
Jw =
∫ ∞
0
dt [w(t) − wT (t)]2. (54)
The second and third terms read
Ja =
∫ ∞
0
dt γ 2(t); Jb =
∫ ∞
0
dt γ˙ 2(t), (55)
and account for constraints on the magnitude and rate of
change of the rate, respectively. Again, we choose a quadratic
form for simplicity. The parameters a and b describe the
relative importance of these two considerations relative to
the desire to match the waiting-time distribution to its target.
The problem is to find the rate γ (t) that minimizes the cost
J given a particular target waiting-time distribution and set of
parameters a and b.
In experiments, rates are typically changed electrostatically
by gate voltages: Changing rates thus ultimately amounts to
performing work on the system, and the speed of change in the
rates corresponds to electrostatic power. In a realistic exper-
iment, to determine such energetic costs reliably is probably
quite difficult, as one would also have to consider the required
electronic circuits, memory, etc., in the implementation of the
feedback loop. Clearly, our phenomenological cost functionals
are therefore only a crude approximation.
The cost J is a functional of the rate. From Eq. (38) we
see that it depends not only on γ (t) and γ˙ (t) but also on the
integral of γ (t), which complicates matters. The scheme we
employ to minimize J is as follows. We first write Eq. (53) as
J =
∫ ∞
0
dt[(γ (t)A(t) − wT (t))2 + aγ 2(t) + bγ˙ 2(t)], (56)
with A(t) = e−
∫ t
0 dt
′ γ (t ′)
. We then vary J under the assumption
that A(t) is some known function of t rather than a functional
of the unknown γ (t). With A fixed, the variation of J is
straightforward and gives the simple Euler-Lagrange equation
bγ¨ − [A2(t) + a]γ (t) + wT (t)A(t) = 0, (57)
subject to the natural boundary conditions γ˙ |t=0 = γ˙ |t=∞ =
0. We then solve this problem iteratively. First, we calculate
A(t) using the known target rate without control γT (t). We
then solve Eq. (57) for a new γ (t) and use this to calculate a
new A(t). This procedure is then iterated until convergence is
obtained.
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FIG. 3. Results from the optimizsation of the cost functional J with a = 0, in which case we only impose a cost with the gradient of
γ (t). The target waiting-time distribution is that in Eq. (46) with g = 5. Left: The optimized rate function γ (t). Right: The corresponding
waiting-time distribution. The thin black lines show the target γ (t) and w(τ ), and optimized results are given for b = 0.01,0.1,1.0 (dashed
lines; black, blue, magenta).
C. Optimization results
We take as our target distribution that of Eq. (46) with
g = 5 and optimize γ (t). Figures 3 and 4 show results for two
end-point cases of this optimization; the first with a = 0 and
the second with b = 0.
The relative importance of a versus b will again depend
on the details of the implementation via circuits for the
gate voltage: It might require, e.g., additional resources
to achieve fast switching rates reliably, or one is simply
limited by certain upper bounds for the rates, as in the
experiment [25].
With a = 0, we associate a cost to the gradient of γ (t). Thus,
in Fig. 3 we see a flattening of the optimized rate curve with
increasing b. In the large-b limit, the rate becomes flat and the
waiting-time distribution becomes Poissonian. Interestingly,
even for small b, the rate at large times is significantly reduced
by the optimization. This is because the high tail of the γT (t)
hardly effects the bulk of the waiting-time distribution and
can thus be culled by the optimization. With b = 0, a finite
value of a makes minimization of the total area under the rate
curve a priority. Thus, in Fig. 4, we see an overall shrinkage
in the rate with increasing a. At large times, the value of the
rate has little overall effect on the waiting-time distribution,
and thus this can be optimized away to zero. Interestingly, we
see that as a increases, the optimized waiting-time distribution
approaches the target wT (t) by first matching the front edge of
the distribution, while still optimizing for a suppressed tail at
large time.
VII. COMPARISON OF OPEN- AND
CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL
We now turn to a more detailed comparison of two feedback
protocols in Sec. III in an analysis of open-loop control versus
feedback (closed-loop) control conditioned on the previous
jump. We define identical control goals in both schemes as the
goal to achieve the same average waiting time 〈τ 〉 at a minimal
width of the waiting-time distribution. We quantify this goal
by using the variance var(τ ) ≡ 〈τ 2〉 − 〈τ 〉2 and introduce the
dimensionless Fano factor, cf. Eq. (43),
F ≡ 〈τ
2〉 − 〈τ 〉2
〈τ 〉2 . (58)
Our reference will be the unidirectional Poissonian process
Eq. (22) without control, where w(τ ) = γ0e−γ0τ with constant
rate γ0 and F = 1.
A. Piecewise constant rates
For a simple comparison within an analytically tractable
model, we compare waiting-time distributions with the con-
trolled rates γ (tn|{tn−1}) given by piecewise constant rates γ0
as in Fig. 5. For feedback (fb), we thus use rates
γfb(t) ≡ γ0θ (t − τ0) (59)
that are switched on at time t = τ0 after each previous
jump, while for open-loop (ol) control we introduce periodic
FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but here we set the rate parameter b = 0 and investigate behavior with cost parameter a = 0.05,0.25,2.0 (dashed lines;
black, magenta, blue), i.e., we impose a cost associated with high rates.
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FIG. 5. Left: Comparison of control schemes for piecewise constant rates, Eq. (59). Upper: Feedback (closed-loop) control starting after
each jump at time tn with delay τ0. Lower: Open-loop control with rates Eq. (60) switched on during time intervals T with period T . Red
arrows show a possible charging and decharging sequence in the two-barrier model explained in the text. Right: Comparision of costs for
feedback control (dotted curves), Jfb [Eq. (64)], with costs for open-loop control (solid curve), Jol [Eq. (63)], as a function of scaled Fano factor
F [Eq. (58)]. Parameters for the observation cost c in Jfb increase from bottom to top curve with c = 0 (black), c = 0.5 (blue), and c = 1
(magenta). Switch cost parameter b = 0.1.
rates,
γol(t) ≡ γ0
∞∑
n=−∞
χn(t), (60)
which are continuously switched on and off with period T
and duration T 	 T . Here, the unit function χn(t) = 1
in the time interval t ∈ [nT ,nT + T ] and zero elsewhere.
Further below, we will optimize the control in the sense of
choosing between open- or closed-loop control based on the
rates Eq. (59) and Eq. (60).
In both protocols, these rates define a unidirectional
stochastic process [Eq. (22)] with waiting-time distributions
[Eq. (23)] controlled by γ (t |{tn}). This process can be regarded
as an effective description of a two-barrier model as described
in the following. The model is defined by states |n,σ 〉 and
|n,σ 〉, n ∈ N, where σ = 0,1 denotes the state of a small
region such as a quantum dot with a single level (“single
electron transitor”) that is either occupied (1) or empty (0).
Particles enter one by one from a source reservoir at a fixed
(uncontrolled) constant rate γin if the dot is empty and leave
at a (controlled) rate γ (t |{tn}) into a drain reservoir which is
filled with n particles, with n increasing as time passes.
The simplified description leading to the stochastic process
p(n,t), Eq. (22), then follows by assuming a separation of time
scales, in which the whole stochastic process is governed by
the slow rate γ (t |{tn}) 	 γin only. For feedback control, the
effective waiting-time distribution
wfb(τ ) = γ0θ (τ − τ0)e−γ0(τ−τ0) (61)
then follows from the convolution of subsequent
waiting-time distributions, i.e., the deterministic win(τ ) =
limγin→∞ γine−τγin = δ(τ ) for jumps 0 → 1, and the
waiting-time distributions for jumps 1 → 0.
In open-loop control, the limit γin → ∞ of immediate
“recharging” of the inner dot region after a jump 1 → 0
would allow for arbitrarily small waiting times τ which would
leave the control scheme a priori in disadvantage as compared
with feedback. We exclude this by assuming a small delay
for recharging, which is assumed to occur, if the dot is
empty, deterministically (as in the feedback case) at times
nT + T + 0+ immediately after the out-rate γol is switched
off, cf. Fig. 5(left). Counting the time between an in- and
an out-jump, with the relevant distribution denoted as wol(τ ),
then always has to start at any of the times nT + T + 0+.
This assumption of deterministic recharging simplifies the
calculation drastically, as one does not need to carry out an
integration over the period T , and one can choose n = 0 due
to the time-translation invariance of the rate Eq. (60). This
leads to
wol(τ ) ≡ wol(τ + T + 0+,T + 0+)
= γ0
∞∑
n=1
χn(τ + T + 0+)e−γ0τ e−γ0(T−T )n (62)
as the relevant waiting-time distribution.
B. Costs of control schemes
We now quantify the costs of the two control schemes
using cost functionals as in Sec. VI. For open-loop control,
we introduce the cost over one period as
Jol ≡ a
T
∫ T
0
dtγ 2ol(t) + abγ 20 =
aγ 20 T
T
+ abγ 20 , (63)
where a > 0 is a scale factor. Here, the first term in Eq. (63)
corresponds to the cost caused by the magnitude of the rate,
and the second term bγ 20 is a model for the cost of switching
the rates on and off during one period T , determined by the
parameter b > 0. We fix the scale factor using the fixed average
〈τ 〉 such that a = 〈τ 〉2 and the cost without feedback (b =
0, T = T ) is unity, Jol = 〈τ 〉2γ 20 = 1. The dimensionless
quantity Eq. (63) then defines the open-loop cost in units of
the no-control cost.
For feedback control, the rates and thus the cost functional
Jfb(τ ) ≡
∫ τ
0 dtγ
2
fb(t) for an interval with waiting time τ
becomes a stochastic quantity. A meaningful quantity for
comparison with open-loop control, Eq. (63), then involves
the average of Jfb over an average waiting-time 〈τ 〉 interval,
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and we define
Jfb ≡ a〈τ 〉
∫ 〈τ 〉
0
dτwfb(τ )Jfb(τ ) + abγ 20 + c
= γ0〈τ 〉 + b(γ0〈τ 〉)2 + c, (64)
where we again used the same scaling factor a = 〈τ 〉2 and
the switching cost, assuming the same parameter b as in
Eq. (63) for simplicity. In addition, we have to consider the
cost of continuously monitoring the system in order to start
the feedback protocol right after each jump, a cost that is
not present in the open-loop scheme. Microscopic models for
these kinds of information-related costs have been proposed
recently in the context of Maxwell’s demon and entropy
flows [66,68]. In our phenomenological model [Eq. (64)], we
therefore postulate a fixed cost c > 0 per interval 〈τ 〉 for the
feedback observer.
C. Results
Using Eq. (61) and Eq. (62), we also obtain explicit
expressions for the average waiting time 〈τ 〉, the variance, and
the Fano factor Eq. (58). For feedback control, these follow as
〈τ 〉fb = γ−10 + τ0, Ffb =
1
(〈τ 〉fbγ0)2
. (65)
For open-loop control, the expressions are lengthy but can be
simplified in the limit γ0T  1 and with T  T assumed
in the following. The result is
〈τ 〉ol = T1 − e−α , Fol = 1 −
T
〈τ 〉ol , α ≡ γ0T, (66)
where the parameter α defines the effective strength of the
pulse Eq. (60). Note that for given values of 〈τ 〉ol and the Fano
factor Fol, the period T is fixed, and thus, by Eq. (66), so is the
feedback strength α of the open-loop control scheme.
We are now in a position to carry out a quantitative
comparison. First, in the extreme case of infinite cost with
γ0,α → ∞, not so surprisingly, the waiting-time distributions
become sharp in both schemes, w(τ ) = δ(τ − 〈τ 〉), with
open-loop period T = 〈τ 〉. At any finite γ0, for fixed Fano
factor Ffb = Fol = F as the control target, the comparison
then amounts to directly comparing the control costs in both
schemes.
The result of this comparison is shown in Fig. 5, where we
plot the costs as a function of the Fano factor, which are given
by Jfb = 1√
F
+ b
F
+ c and Jol = −[log(F )]/(
√
F (1 − F )) +
b
F
. Clearly, at a small-enough Fano factor F , feedback control
is always less expensive and thus superior to open-loop control:
It is more efficient to achieve sharply peaked waiting-time
distributions with feedback than with simple periodic driving.
This advantage is particularly pronounced at small switching
costs b and small observation costs c. On the other hand, if the
feedback goal is less ambitious and only a small reduction of F
from the noncontrolled value F = 1 is desired, the observation
costs c are too high to make feedback efficient, and open-loop
control becomes the better choice.
VIII. THERMODYNAMICS OF WAITING-TIME
FEEDBACK CONTROL
In this last section, we make an attempt towards analyzing
waiting-time feedback control from a thermodynamic point of
view. In other feedback schemes, this has been successfully
achieved recently. An example is the bipartite splitting of a
physical system into a controller and the controlled part, a
situation where one can use the concept of mutual information
and the flow of entropies. One can then interpret, e.g.,
devices that are close to—within certain limits of parameters—
thermodynamic feedback paradigms such as Maxwell’s demon
[66,83–85].
A. Fluctuation relation
Our first observation concerns the role of detailed balance
and a possible modification of the exchange fluctuation
relations [86] in the presence of waiting-time feedback. In
fact, the protocol Eq. (30) conditioned on the previous jump
allows one to perform feedback control without modifying the
exchange fluctuation relation
lim
t→∞
p(n,t)
p(−n,t) = e
An (67)
for the bidirectional stochastic process [Eq. (28)]. Here, A ≡
β(μ1 − μ2) denotes the affinity in a situation with transport
between two reservoirs at equal inverse temperature β and
chemical potentials μ1,2.
We demonstrate Eq. (67) for the particular example of a
single tunnel junction between two fermionic reservoirs 1 and
2, with rates for forward (1 → 2) and backwards (2 → 1)
jumps:
γ+(t − tn) = +(t − tn)f1(1 − f2)
γ−(t − tn) = −(t − tn)f2(1 − f1). (68)
Here ±(t − tn) denotes the bare, feedback controlled tunnel
rates without the thermal Fermi distributions fα ≡ (eβ(−μα) +
1)−1.
The crucial point now is that these rates fulfill detailed
balance, as long as the bare rates ±(t − tn) = (t − tn) do
not depend on the direction (±) of the jump,
γ+(t − tn) = eAγ−(t − tn). (69)
In this situation, feedback control is still present in the form of
conditioning the bare rates on the previous jumps and thereby
modifying the waiting-time distribution and the full counting
statistics p(n,t), cf. Eq. (43). However, the feedback is not
sensitive to the direction of transport and thus in particular
does not act like the Maxwell demon-type rectifier that would
lead, e.g., to directional transport even at zero affinity A = 0
as in Refs. [64,83].
This is corroborated by elevating the detailed balance
condition of the rates, Eq. (69), onto the fluctuation relation
Eq. (67), which here follows from a simple analysis of a
symmetry in the moment-generating function G(χ,t): The
two types of jumps lead to a 2 × 2 waiting-time matrix
ˆW(z), Eq. (34), with elements wˆ++(z) = wˆ+−(z) ≡ wˆ+(z) and
wˆ−+(z) = wˆ−−(z) ≡ wˆ−(z) as the Laplace transforms of
w±(τ ) = γ±(τ )e−
∫ τ
0 dt
′[γ+(t ′)+γ−(t ′)]. (70)
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The long-time dynamics of the moment-generating function
G(χ,t) now follows from the determinant condition Eq. (35),
det [1 − eiχW(z)] = 0, with the counting field matrix eiχ =
diag(eiχ ,e−iχ ). This condition is invariant under the change
χ → −χ + iA due to Eq. (69) and Eq. (70), and from the
symmetry G(χ,t) = G(−χ + iA,t) we obtain Eq. (67) as
usual [86].
B. Information gain
We can quantify the information gain in a phenomenolog-
ical way by introducing the Kullback-Leibler divergence (or
relative entropies) between waiting-time distributions wg(τ )
with different control parameters g,
D(g + δg,g) ≡
∫ ∞
0
dτwg+δg(τ ) log wg+δg(τ )
wg(τ )
= 1
2
F(g)δg2 + O(δg3), (71)
where the second line defines the Fisher informationF(g). We
use these quantities to compare the two feedback protocols;
feedback conditioned on the previous jump in the example of
the  distribution [Eq. (46)] and time-versus-number feedback
[Eq. (27) and Eq. (A4)]. Note that this comparison is formal
in the sense that the dimensionless feedback parameter g
will correspond to different physical parameters in any real
implementation for each of the two schemes.
Figure 6 shows the Fano factor F [Eq. (58)] for the two
waiting-time distributions. In both cases, the Fano factor
F = 1 − g + O(g2) for small g, but the time-versus-number
feedback clearly has larger Fano factors for larger values of g.
For feedback conditioned on the previous jump, we find
D(g,0) = log(g + 1)− log (g + 1)+g(g + 1) − g, (72)
where () denotes the Digamma function and, correspond-
ingly, F(0) = π2/6 − 1. Using the equivalence Eq. (43)
between Fano factors of wg(τ ) and the full counting statistics
pg(n,t), we can introduce a corresponding Kullback-Leibler
divergence,
Dp(g + δg,g) ≡ lim
t→∞
∞∑
n=0
pg+δg(n,t) log pg+δg(n,t)
pg(n,t)
, (73)
which we evaluate within the Gaussian approximation Eq. (50)
and which leads to a corresponding Fisher information
Fp(g) = 12(g+1)2 . The good agreement between the latter and
the Fisher information for wg(τ ) proves the quality of the
Gaussian approximation for not-too-small g.
In contrast, in the time-versus-number feedback proto-
col, the feedback-frozen second cumulant C2(t → ∞) = 12g
[Eq. (44)] diverges for g → 0 and so does the Gaussian
approximation to the Fisher information, Fp(g) = 12g2 , in that
case. Since the close connection between w(τ ) and p(n,t)
[Eq. (43)] no longer holds, the Fisher informationF(g) for the
waiting times remains finite and is monotonously decreasing,
with F(0) = 52 .
C. “Hardwiring” of a passive control system
Finally, and in the spirit of previous work on feedback in
transport [66,76], we now present an analysis of a microscopic
model which in its (passive) feedback operations is equivalent
to a given active feedback scheme. As an example, we
here consider again the unidirectional process with (actively)
feedback-controlled waiting-time distributions given by the 
distribution Eq. (46) and wˆ(z) ≡ [1 + z(g+1)γ0 ]
−(g+1) in Laplace
space [Eq. (45)], where g  0 is the feedback parameter.
In order to introduce passive control, we replace the single
jump process by a sequence of N + 1 transitions 0 → 1 →
2 → · · · → N → 0 (a ring in the space of states). A concrete
example for a physical realization is as follows: A single
electron jumps into an empty quantum dot (transition 0 → 1)
and then cascades down to lower energy levels in the dot
(1 → 2 → · · · → N ) due to emission of phonons until it
leaves the dot from the lowest level (N → 0) and the process
starts afresh, cf. Fig. 1.
For simplicity, we assume all jumps to occur at the same
(inelastic phonon emission) rate γN , which results in a simple
(N + 1) × (N + 1) matrix for the Liouvillian L(χ,η) that
includes a counting field χ for the electron (number of
transitions N → 0) and counting fields η for the phonons (for
each jump). The density matrix (including counting fields)
fulfills ρ˙(χ,η,t) = L(χ,η)ρ(χ,η,t).
Here we are interested in a reduced description where
the internal levels remain unobserved and the corresponding
counting field is set to zero, η = 0. The counting is then for
the electrons (transitions N → 0) only and determined by the
FIG. 6. Comparison of time-versus-number feedback (blue solid line) [Eq. (27)] and feedback conditioned on previous jump (dashed black
line) [Eq. (46)] with dimensionless control parameter g. Left: Fano factors F ≡ 〈τ2〉−〈τ 〉2〈τ 〉2 . Right: Fisher information F(g) for waiting times
[Eq. (71)], and Fp(g) (dotted lines) for p(n,t) in Gaussian approximation (see text).
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moment-generating function
ˆG(χ,η = 0,z) = 1
z
1 − wˆN (z)
1 − eiχ wˆN (z) , (74)
with the waiting-time distribution in Laplace space,
wˆN (z) ≡
(
1 + z
γN
)−(N+1)
. (75)
These expressions are derived from the explicit matrix form
of L(χ,η) in Appendix B. Upon comparison we realize that
Eq. (75) is (by construction, of course) identical with the active
feedback control form Eq. (45) if we identify the feedback
parameter g there with g = N , the number of internal levels
in our passive control scheme, and the rates
γN = (N + 1)γ0. (76)
The case g = N = 0 formally corresponds to no feedback and
a single jump process (single tunnel barrier) only. We also
note that ˆG(χ,η = 0,z) then coincides with Eq. (40) for active
control.
We thus have identified a system where active feedback
control can be simulated via passive control: here, active
feedback control appears in the reduced subsystem (electron)
dynamics of a larger total system (electrons, phonons, dot).
D. Entropies in the passive control scheme
We are now in a position to evaluate the entropic costs of
our electron-phonon feedback system. For this purpose, we
evaluate the Shannon entropies,
S(t) ≡ −
∑
n
p(n,t) log p(n,t), (77)
of the various probability distributions: the full counting
statistics pel(ph)(n,t),n ∈ N of the electrons (emitted phonons)
and the occupations pdot(n),n = 0, . . . ,N of the dot levels.
Clearly, in the long-time limit one has pdot(n) = 1N+1
regardless of the state n of the dot. On the other hand, the
long-time behavior of the cumulant-generating function for
electrons and phonons is
log G(χ,η,t → ∞) ∼ tγN (e
iχ
N+1 +iη − 1), (78)
cf. Appendix B, from which the second cumulants of the elec-
tron (el) and phonon (ph) statistics follow by differentiating
twice and using Eq. (76),
C2,el(t → ∞)∼ γ0t
N+1 , C2,ph(t → ∞)∼γ0t(N+1). (79)
Note that the counting field χ (electron), this coincides with
Eq. (52) of the active scheme as must be.
Using the Gaussian approximation as in Eq. (50) with n as a
continuous variable, the cumulants Eq. (79) yield the Shannon
entropies (t → ∞),
SNph(t) =
1
2
ln[2πγ0t(N + 1)] + 12
SNel (t) =
1
2
ln
(
2πγ0t
N + 1
)
+ 1
2
SNdot = ln(N + 1). (80)
As expected, SNph(t) increases as a function of time t , and at
a rate (N + 1)2 times faster than the entropy SNel (t) of the
electrons. We interpret the two entropies SNph(t) and SNel (t)
as Shannon entropies characterizing the inner state of the
electron and phonon counting devices, cf. Fig. 1. Note that
the (unphysical) divergence at time t = 0 in Eq. (80) is due
to the two δ-peak type initial conditions in the Gaussian
approximation Eq. (50).
At long times, phonon and electron entropies are balanced
as SNph(t) = SNel (t) + SNdot. If we consider the entropies Eq. (80)
as a function of N , then the thermodynamic costs of the passive
feedback mechanism become clear: Increasing the number of
dot levels N logarithmically suppresses the electronic FCS
entropy SNel (t), thus making the electronic transport more
regular with a sharper waiting-time distribution, cf. Eq. (43).
This occurs at the expense of logarithmically increasing the
entropy in the “feedback device,” i.e., by increasing the entropy
of the dot and generating more and more phonons.
Finally, we can use the expressions Eq. (80) and quantify
the relative costs of this passive feedback scheme in terms of
a (phenomenological) efficiency,
η ≡ −Starget
Sresource
, (81)
i.e., the ratio of decrease of entropy of the target sub-system
[the electrons leaving the system, Starget = SNel (t) − S0el(t)]
and the cost in terms of an increase in entropy of the passive
controller providing the resource of the feedback control
[the dot and the phonons,Sresource = SNph(t) − S0ph(t) + SNdot −
S0dot]. Using Eq. (80), we find the value η = 13 independent of
the number N > 0.
In contrast to our previous “hardwiring” scheme of Maxwell
demon feedback [66,75], the passive feedback scheme in
Sec. VIII C unfortunately appears less relevant for a direct
experimental realization. In the analogon of the active feed-
back protocol Eq. (45), the stochasticity of the time intervals
between the jumps into the drain reservoir is simply reduced
by “brute force,” i.e., many copies of the same stochastic
process in series, with the rates scaling up [Eq. (76)]. This
ultimately amounts to an “overscaled” version of the law
of large numbers where, due to scaling, the variance C2,el
vanishes in the limit N → ∞, cf. Eq. (79), and the whole
process becomes deterministic.
IX. CONCLUSION
Our results demonstrate that active feedback control of
waiting times can be formulated in a natural way within
the master equation formalism. Of the numerous possible
feedback protocols based on trajectories of measurement
results, we only considered two (time-versus-number and
feedback conditioned on the previous jump) in greater detail.
Our models indicate that relatively large feedback strengths
are required to achieve a noticeable control over the waiting
times, in contrast to, e.g., the time-versus-number feedback
control of the full counting statistics [25,26] where already
small feedback yields a large control effect. In general and in
agreement with intuition, the control of short-time fluctuation
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thus appears to be much harder than the control of the statistics
over long times.
We also showed that active feedback protocols can be
improved by methods from optimized control theory. We
believe this to be a new direction in the field of quantum
feedback control. Here, further routes to explore might be
various kinds of “online” optimization schemes that work with
individual trajectories (measurement records) and not with a
priori fixed feedback protocols.
A desirable extension into the passive feedback direction
would be a smarter and yet simple physical realization
of waiting-time feedback, possibly using systems involving
quantum coherences such as in the example Eq. (29) of
resonance fluorescence in Sec. IV B. Recent work in this
direction is, e.g., the analysis [53] of photon bunching as
observed [87] in a quantum-dot laser with optical feedback,
based on a microscopic quantum model for the g(2)-correlation
function.
At the same time, we argue that the decision between active
and passive control has to be made case by case depending on
the feedback goal and the corresponding feedback protocol.
For example, in the “number-versus-time” protocol [25,26]
discussed above, active feedback has been proven to be very
successful experimentally. In contrast, the passive feedback
version of that protocol [76] involves relative complicated
interactions among particles that are unrealistic for, e.g.,
electronic systems. From such a perspective, and also in view
of our results on optimization of waiting-time feedback in
Secs. VI and VII, the active schemes look quite promising.
What needs further clarification, though, remains an un-
derstanding of this kind of feedback from a thermodynamical
perspective beyond a mere comparison of phenomenological
costs and efficiencies.
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APPENDIX A: WAITING TIMES FOR
TIME-VERSUS-NUMBER FEEDBACK
Here we derive the waiting-time distributionw(τ ) [Eq. (26)]
for the time-versus-number feedback protocol γ (t,n) ≡ γ [1 +
g(γ t − n)] [Eq. (24)] of the unidirectional stochastic process
p(n,t) [Eq. (22)],
pn(t) =
∫ t
0
dtn . . .
∫ t2
0
dt1e
− ∫ t
tn
dt ′γ (t ′,n)
×wn(tn,tn−1) . . . w2(t2,t1)w1(t1,0), (A1)
with waiting-time distributions wn(tn,tn−1) ≡ γ (tn,n − 1)
e
− ∫ tn
tn−1 dt
′γ (t ′,n−1) [Eq. (25)]. Equation (A1) corresponds to the
simple master equation (n  1)
d
dt
p(n,t) = γ (t,n − 1)p(n − 1,t) − γ (t,n)p(n,t). (A2)
This can be solved analytically via the moment-generating
function G(χ,t) [Eq. (39)] which in the long-time limit reads
[26]
G(χ,t → ∞) = eiγ tχ+ 1g [iχ−Li2(1−e−iχ )], (A3)
with the polylogarithm integral Li2(z) ≡
∫ 0
z
dt
t
ln(1 − t). Us-
ing the definition Eq. (26) for the waiting-time distributions
weighted with the probabilities pn(t) in the limit t → ∞, we
obtain
w(τ ) = − lim
t→∞
∞∑
n=0
pn(t) d
dτ
e−γ τ {1+g[γ (t+
τ
2 )−(n−1)]}
= − lim
t→∞
d
dτ
G(χ = −igγ τ,t)e−γ τ {1+g[γ (t+ τ2 )+1]}
= − d
dτ
e−fg (τ )
fg(τ ) ≡ gγ τ
(
γ τ
2
+ 1
)
+ 1
g
Li2(1 − e−gγ τ ). (A4)
For small g 	 1, using Li2(z) ≈ z, we find this to be very close
to the Poissonian waiting-time distribution w(τ ) → γ e−γ τ .
Expansion up to first order in g is valid for not-too-large τ and
leads to Eq. (27). Since fg(τ ) monotonously increases as a
function of τ , the waiting-time distribution Eq. (A4) is always
positive.
We note that, formally, a Poissonian form also appears at
very large g  1 when scaling the time τ as 1
g
w(τ/g) →
γ e−γ τ , although the linear feedback model Eq. (24) for the
rates becomes unrealistic then.
APPENDIX B: MOMENT-GENERATING FUNCTION
FOR PASSIVE FEEDBACK MODEL
Here we derive Eq. (74) for the passive control system in
the model in Fig. 1. The Liouvillian L(χ,η) in the space of
states 0, . . . ,N then reads
L(χ,η) = γN
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
−1 0 0 ... eiχ+iη
eiη −1 0 ... 0
0 eiη −1 0 ...
... ... ... ... ...
0 ... 0 eiη −1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠. (B1)
The moment-generating function for counting to start at time
t = 0 in Laplace space obtained as
ˆG(χ,η,z) = 〈0|(z − L(χ,η))−1|0〉, (B2)
=
N+1∑
i=1
(z − L(χ,η))−1i1 , (B3)
where we used the (empty) state 0 as initial condition. Here
the inverse can be calculated explicitly, using the determinant
det [z − L(χ,η)] = (z + γN )N+1 − eiχ (γNeiη)N+1 (B4)
and the formula for the inverse of a matrix with expressions
for the adjuncts that can be easily derived. The result is given
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by
ˆG(χ,η,z) = (z + γN )
N+1 − (γNeiη)N+1
(z + γN )N+1 − eiχ (γNeiη)N+1
× 1
z + γN (1 − eiη) . (B5)
If we are interested in a reduced description, then one of
the counting field can be set to zero. When only counting
phonons, we have the simple expression ˆG(χ = 0,η,z) =
[z + γN (1 − eiη)]−1 corresponding to a Poissonian process
of phonon emission at rate γN . When only counting elec-
trons, we have to set η = 0 and obtain Eq. (74) with
Eq. (75).
The long-time behavior of G(χ,η,t) ∝ etz0 in the time
domain is determined by the zero z0(χ,η) in Eq. (B4)
as the denominator of the first factor in Eq. (B5),
z0(χ,η) = γN (eiηeiχ/(N+1) − 1), from which Eq. (78)
follows.
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